Title word cross-reference

3 [DOB21]. d [KK23]. K [AAJ+22]. \(\kappa\) [TH21]. \(\mu\) [TH21]. n [REP22]. n \(\times\) n [TDT+21]. t [ZH21].


.eu [GPLK22].

1.0 [GM23], 10 [AMZ+20], 11 [FC19], 17-Generations [HMG22]. 1800 [DMZ+19], 19 [ABSG21, AAN+21, AA21a, BCT21, CBRS21, CYC+21, CQWC22, CTM22a, Del21, ESB+20, FFVP21, GNGHEM21, GFPD21, HGF21, Kra20, MPG20, OFV21, RRLT20, RFSOHSB21, SG21b, TC21, WKD22, YWLY22, YHN21, dCMA21]. 1st [RFSOHSB21].


3D-CNN-Based [AWUF19]. 3D-Obstacle [GM20]. 3G [KOJP13]. 3GPP
2

[ACM+19, HAL18, PP22b].

4.0 [AMVM22, BPLBM21, CEZC19, DTL+21, DPR+21, Lei19, LH21b, LBPPM21, MRRMC21, NNRR+21, Pil18, VBWW22, ZCdRR+23]. 40 [WZG+18]. 4G [AMZ+20, CTP+22].


7R [KS14].

802.11 [MSK+18, SE23]. 802.16e [SIJA10]. 95 [SU17a]. 9th [Bod22].


TTKZ19, Tra18, WLY20, WZL+20, XCY+22, XQLZ19, XGN19, YC16, YYY20, YLY+22, YBO+23, YWW+19, ZWVVW17, ZCZ17, ZSZ18, ZMZ+22. Algorithms [ARAAA19, BPLBM21, GX20, KK21, KK23, KBF23, KHRG19, LBBP21, LN19, MLY19, MLY20, OOM+23, RZCL19, RHPJ11, SLZ23, SWY+18, TBT+23, TH20, VCCJMN22, WL20, WY19, XCY+22, ZWS20, ZZY19].

Alignment [GSO+10, RFD23, WJBZ22].

Allocation [APAR22, DNZ22, ELCS20, ENT21, GWF23, HF20, JWRX17, KALY17, KCY22, LTY18, LH21c, LWZL22, NST23, OFK19, PAK+23, QAM17, SDM21, SIA10, SXXH19, SHN+19, SNH+19, UFK+10, WY19, WSM20, YPMM12]. Allow [KLKA19]. ALOHA [SVFV23, YLYL22].

Alpha [GBDDVS23]. Altering [YG20].

Altitude [ZMZ+22]. Alzheimer [DCA23].

Amazon [FFM+23]. Ambalytics [KGRP21].


Analytic [HNHH23, TW20]. Analytical [DG13, EAKM22, GLRM19, LAG+18, SLY+12]. Analytics [AKYP23, AFB23, AH21, BMS20, CL19, GMM16, MEH+22, MT20, SPSS17, SJ12, VSDK23, VI16].

Analytics-as-a-Service [GMMI16].

Analyze [CTM19, SG21b]. Analyzing [DG22, GRS21, JPH+13, LF16, P22a, VK+21]. Anchor [VGK21].

Android [CKK21, CYO+17, DDV22, JPL+13, LO22, VDK+23].

Anemia [RHV17].


ANN [LLYL22]. Annealing [JHL+18].

AnnoMI [WBK+23]. Annotated [RDASB22, WBK+23]. Annotating [PD23]. Annotation [AWBS23, LPM10, Sor12]. Annotations [DG12].

Annotopia [HG12]. Annotopia-Enabling [HG12].

Announcing [Giu18a]. Annual [Bod22].

Anomalous [CC22a]. Anomaly [CPRS20, FCR23, GSP15, GWK+10, MSN13].

Anonymity [AH21, AAS+22, OKH13].

Anonymization [GM19, MBF+12, TRB22].


Antenna [CLL18, JKM+23, PBAAN19, USS19, YBO+23].

Ant [FLC21, HRKL21, HJA18, YIU21a, YIU21b].

Anti-Collision [HJA18].

Anti-Counterfeiting [YIU21a, YIU21b].
Autoencoder
[DDD+22, MA23, SLZY21, YMH22].
Autoencoders [ZH21].
[ABCC22, KMS+12, KSE+20, LPPG22, PG19, SKM21, TZ22].
Automatic
[AGO+23b, GSO+10, Ngu19, PC22, RK19, SYLL21, VTKA17].
Automatically
[WZL23].
Automated
[ABCC22, KMS+12, KSE+20, LPPG22, PG19, SKM21, TZ22].
Automate
[ZH21].
Automating
[AF22, BGD09, PMGG21].
Automation
[CSIS19, CMH10, LK20, MSAD22, MUS11, WMS23].
Automations
[KVVD22].
Automotive
[HH20].
Autonomic
[ALLR16, AS15, AAE+22, LBG+14, SKT+19].
Autonomous
[Adi23, BZDP19, Dua21, FAT19, HS20, KUBS22, MCH+20, TTO+19, YKY18].
Autoregressive
[CMP+19].
AUV
[LLBB18].
Availability
[SN23b, SHB23, WC23, YT18].
Available
[GMB+21].
Avatar
[TEE10].
Average
[CMP+19, KK23].
Award
[Giul18a].
Aware
[AJ18, Alb19, ALLR16, AKJB20, BH12, CLT+22, CGT21, CFP17, EH21, EVCL21, GM20, KALY17, Le1b7, LW15, ME18a, ME18b, MKK17a, MMS+19, PDTM15, PVM22, BNL+23, SJ21, SH21, SMK+22, TCH18, VL18a, XSH18, ZJJS+23, EMHF19].
Awareness
[AS19, GW17, GRJ+19, HSC19, HT14, KKT22, LCV+17, PR12, SAM+18].
Azure
[HAA23, RHV17].
Azure-Based
[RHV17].
B2C
[TLC15].
BA
[HJA18, KSO19].
Back
[SLW17].
Back-Off
[SLW17].
Backbone
[SMG13, UFK+10].
Backbones
[FPKK22].
Background
[DWL21, ESB+20, HT14, JLW19, Ray23].
Backhaul
[PP22b, VTC+19].
Bagging
[YYW20].
Baidu
[ZWL21].
Balanced
[BdCRM10].
Balancing
[ARAAA19, GW15, LW19, LZZ+21, SHBS19].
Ball
[LA23].
Band
[ACD+22, DDV22, PBAAN19].
Bands
[SS23].
Bandwidth
[CR11, ELC+19, LTY18, LWZL22, Rök23].
Banging
[KYT+23].
Bangla
[DM+22].
Bank
[CMS21, LLHW20, LDZ+23, WWY19].
Banking
[AS23, CP22, OBK23].
Bankruptcy
[LPA+22].
Banks
[JAS21].
Banner
[PD21].
BART-IT
[LC23].
Base
[BZDP19, CPKK23, ENT21, WJBZ22, YPXH19].
Based
Based
[GR22a, GFHK+12, GL21, GM20, GDARM18, GMH18, GZL20b, GKS10, GK21, GNA+10, GLH+12, GRRZ19, GVC13, GMS+20, GAA21, GKW+10, HD19, HCXH16, HK18, Han13, HLZ+18, HHLZ23, HEP+11, HZW21, HMM+23, HNN23, HCHP16, HWZP18, HZL23, HZK+22, HN18, HAL+22, HMR+21, HZC22, HGL+23, HG12, HBMS20, HP19, IIF21, ISLAR+22, ITH+21, JBS+23, JXA21, JP21, JLGF19, JN17, KKP22a, KSD+23, KAM+19, KST19,
KDEA+23, KKL+20, KHN+22, KYS21, KE22, KTAH+23, KPC19, KK20, KAL+19, KBF22, KBM20, KSO19, KFP10, KHRI919, KH19, KKT20, LA23, LHY20, LH21a, LHY+15, LNA17, LWX18, LMK18, Li18, Lzs18, LW19, LSJ19, LLZL19, LMH19, LSZL1, LLL21, LSH21, LYD22, LLJ22, LLYL22, LWW22, Li23, LL21, LXG+23, LXY17, LH18, LCW+18, LH21c, LW21, LCV+17, LHS12, LSM+12, LW15, LBK22, MXT+16, MLPH23, MB22, MAW+23, MDB22, MKKS18, MMD22].

Based [MMS22, MBH22, MMM21, MRRMC21, MG17, MW19, MMM19, MK20, MM21, MA11, MMK+19, MUS11, NLT+23, NSJGN21, OMD+22, OFV21, OT16, Or22, OP22, PCROB21, PPR+20, PLL20, PMP22a, PPMM19, PPC16, PZH+18, PP22a, PCC+18, PZC21, PW21, PCM22, PBK22, PYC21, PLG23, PN+20, QMN19, RGM+21, RL+23, RIS+17, RRT20, RBP+17, RBe22, RDAS22, RGC21, RA+20, RH17, SU17c, SBS18, SJG18, SE13, SJA+23, SGM18, SMB23, SHJ17, SCA+19, SA21, SFEK18, SW12b, SOB+19, SZ11, SWC+13, SSR+21, STK21, SD22, SNK20, SST3, SM19, SW20, SGDT19, Str22, Suf23, Su12, SKKH23, SL+12, SZFC18, SNC19, SSSX20, SYLL21, SMK+22, TTKZ19, TCH23, TCB+19, TPKA20, TCM19, TL17, TYY23, TZZ22, Tra18, TKT+18, TZE+21, TCY22, US19, UAN20, VC23, VMD+22, WLH+17, WHX18].

Based [WY18, WCSZ18, WLL+19, WYQ19, WLL20, WSM20, WL20, WX20, WYL+21, WLJ21, WL21, WWD21, WHW22, WXL22, WL22, WLG+22, WXL+23, WC23, WUH+23, WS21, WZG+18, WSD22, WZ18, WY19, WC20, WZX20, XGY+22, XDS+19, XGN19, XNC21, XLM+23, XNZ23a, YCS17, YC22, YWS22, YCHG18, YPG20, YY20, YZZ+20, YHG+21, YLL21, YZP22, YWLY22, YLYL22, YYY+23, YHSW19, YPM12, YZ23, YSEK20, YLPW21, YXL+21, YWW+19, YPLZ19, YLK+19, YLJ+19, ZWW+17, ZWZ17, ZLL18, ZL19b, ZCHG19, ZW21, ZL20, ZLT22, Zha19, Z21, ZGL20, ZY20a, ZW21, ZY21, ZYW21, ZYL23, ZYL17, ZLZ23, ZQCC16, ZZ+22, ZZL23b, ZJJS+23, ZSS+22, DH18, TADS20].

Baselines [MKK+22]. Bases [AM+21].

Basic [RMB+12]. Basics [LBPBM21].

Basins [BPLM21, LLHW20, SSO A+16].

BASN [WCYL20]. BASN-Learning [WCYL20]. Bat [FKZ22].

Batteries [RIS+17]. Battery [RBG+22]. Battlefield [FPKK22]. Bayes [HKZ+22, SWJ20].

Bayesian [AES21, CR21, SWJ20, WQH23]. BDA [BKCL23].

Beam [LSJ19]. Beamforming [AMSM23].

Bearer [ZHW23]. Bed [GNNZRCRG18].

Before [MPG20]. Beginners [Fra23].

Behavior [AMA22, AASAI22, ASMM22, BM19, EH17, GRB+21, JLH+13, LLZ21, MKS22, PVK+23, RX18, SW21a, TN20, YKY18].

Behavioral [ESLB20, FNN21, HMR+21]. Behaviors [GR21].


Beidou [DLX+19]. Being [DIG20, HWC20, LL20b, PPDC22]. Belief [ZL20]. Beliefs [GCA+22].

Beliefs-Predicting [GCA+22].

Benchmark [AAAT21]. Benchmarking [HBMS20, SLZ23]. Benchmarks [LPA+22].

Benefits [ASL22, HSI+22, HST+23, KAL+19, Kra22].

Bergen [D20].

BERT [BRM23, LLJ22, SPC22, SPG+23]. BERT [LLJ22].

BERT4Loc [BRM23]. Best [KTUF19].

Better [AG22, AF22, GLRM19, KID+15, LOL21].

Between [BCM+19b, RBDS21, AHM22, GSS+17, GRB+21, HT14, HKZ+22, J21, LL23b, MS20, N212, PL22a, QWR18, RFS22,
SMG13, SRM20, THT18, TEE10, ZLY+20.
Beyond [HL23, YHN21, Del23, Ves18].
BGP [TRC+21]. Bi [ZGZ+18].
Bi-Directional [ZGZ+18]. Bias [AAAT21, AYRA21, GR22b, HP20, PP22a, RCL21].
Biases [RS22]. Bibliographic [AZAV22].
Bibliometric [KGRP21, YMJ20].
Bidirectional
[ATH18, RA+22, WYW+22, WZ18]. Big
[AKYP23, AFB23, AEM+23, BMS20, BJL+22, CGLR19, CL19, DVED20, GRRZ18, KBF+22, LG20, MSFM16, Pec18, Pil18, PH16, QMN19, SAZ18, TG13, TZE+21, XSM22]. BiGRU [ZLXY19].
Billing [EAHO21]. BiLSTM [LLJ22].
BiLSTM-Based [LLJ22]. BIM
[CTM22b, WS21]. BIM-Based [WS21].
Binary [EAKM22, FKZ22, GB23, LBPM21, OMTFFL21, RKY20, WCYL20].
Binding [LBC18]. Biogas [MSJ+23].
Biologists [KH10, NPB12]. Biomedical
[MSL+23, XSM22]. Biometric
[AFS+22, KDKG22, PPR+20]. Biotec
[OLMBRCRC23]. Bipartite
[KK23, PZC21, TAHO23]. Bit [MLPH23].
Bitcoin [CTM22a, CMS21, WKD22, CTM19, LF16, OKH13, Tre22]. Bits [Jur12].
Black [BN14, GHL+23, ZHZ+19].
Black-Box [GHL+23]. Blackhole [SS15].
Blacklist [SZL21]. BlackWatch [HSC19].
BLE [DDV22]. BLE-Connected [DDV22].
Blind [CZK+17]. Blockage [KIB+22].
[AP23, BKCL23, BL22, BDL22, CGV+22, CGLR19, PBK22, SMB23, SW21b, SDGT19].
Blockchain-Empowered [HWCL17].
Blockchain-Enabled
[DWL21, SST23, SPT23, Yiu21b].
Blockchain-IoT [CTNS21]. Blockchained
[CKFH22]. Blockchains
[GTQ+22, QXC+21, Sta22, SG23]. Blocks
[DWY19b, YXL+21]. Blog [YYW20].
Blogger [ZVV12]. Blogosphere [ZV12].
Blogs [Zaf12]. Blueprinting [NLPV12].
Bluetooth [ZSB19]. Boards [VM+22].
Body [GR22a, HAA19, SG21a].
Body-to-Body [HAA19]. Boomerang
[BCG10]. Boost [ESB+20]. Bootstrap
[SKM21]. Border [KSE+20]. Borders
[MAW+19]. Botnet [HN18]. Botnets
[SGT19, TZ22, VSEH+21]. Bottleneck
[LIWL22]. Boundaries [Del23]. Bounded
[LYP+19]. Box
[BN14, GHL+23, VSK21, ZJ22].
BPMNE4IoT [KGRW23]. Brain
[BPLBM21, JPVC21]. Branchial [IKS+21].
Brand [HP20, Zha19]. Brazil [CBB17].
Brazilian [Uto13]. Breakdowns [BLW+17].
Breaking [NSD+22]. Breast [OMD+22].
Bridge [SFP+22, WL20]. Bridging
[BCL11, HL19]. Brief [GRA21]. Bringing
[GNK+10]. Broadband [IUL23].
Broadcast [KH19, NSV17, YK21].
Broadening [SSS+19]. BROV
[TRC+21]. Browser
[IFF21, KSO19, PV20, PV22].
Browsing [JDF21]. BS [BZDP19]. Bubble
[BdBCCG21]. Budget [ZY15]. Buffer
[LLCL23, LW15, WJ21, YY17]. Building
[AAAT21, CTM22b, HBM+21, LJJ16, MCA23, WLJM21]. Buildings [ZGL20].

Business [CNC+21, FFP+22, GBKN23, HL19, KA23, LSN21, MUS11, RGdSK22, SKM21].

Button [PDMK19]. Buzzwords [JJJ22].

Byproduct [BdBCCG21]. Byzantine [CAS+20].

Cache [DNZ22, LNA17, LZS18, LXG+23, LH21c, YC22, YSEK20, ZWZ19].

Cache-Enabled [LXG+23].

CacheHawkeye [Y22]. Caches [PVM22].

Caching [HNHH23, HF22, LSH21, RF21, SB22, SSF+18, TTKZ19, ZHW23].

Cadastral [DGAD14]. Cafés [FBB20].

Calculation [DCHM16]. Call [KE22].

Calls [YQQ+22]. Camera [KLR+20, TCH18]. Cameras [XGY+22].

Campania [TC21]. Campus [VCPPC20].

Can [BCT21, DGGS19, EM09, LPM10, MKHR21, SJ12, T82, ZLL+23]. Canada [Roy14].

Cancer [OMD+22]. Canny [Vem22].

Capabilities [KKBD10, UFK+10].

Capacity [ADAB21, WYL18]. Capital [AP21, PKCF21, Sni13].

Capsicum [AMR+21]. Capsule [KY521].

Capsule-Based [KY521]. Captioning [LH21a]. Capture [HJA18].

Car [KK22, HZW+20, HSC+22, ZYLM17].

Car-Following [HZW+20, HSC+22].

Cardiac [ABL+23]. Cards [ASW+23].

Care [ACBP19, HMR+21, MGFF14, PTK+23].

Career [VN18]. Cargo [RF23]. Carlo [PPM21].

Carrier [Lee17a, LWZ+21].

Carry [FOJE19, KFP10].

Carrying [HGL+23]. Cars [GAGB19, Gog12].

Cascade [AD20, IAG+21].

Case [AP21, ADAq+22, CR21, DMS+22, ERBL12, FCR23, FZ15, FMNS11, FFM+23, Gar12, dPCGMC20, GMM16, HKD+12, Hua15, JHC+20, JP21, KPP+20b, KG18, KDKG22, Kra22, LWBM22, MMMF+19, MMH16, MS20, MK20, MTHN22, NZ14, NSJG21, OLMBRRC23, PHG+20, RHH21, SU17b, Sen11, THL21, Uto13, VLM21, WLJ21, ZAV14, ZJX22].

Case-PrepaTec [JP21].

Cases [AAAAM+21, BTS+21, KRSF22, SG19].

CBDCs [JZ21].

CCrFS [MSAA22]. CTTA [DOB21].

CDNs [IFF21].

Cellular [AZ19, BAC+19a, CXZ23, KF19, KTP17, KFP10, OB13, OAI+22, OFK19, SSF+18, SCH18, SXXW20, WSM20, YPZH19, YPG20, YK21].

Cellular-V2X [BCM+19a].

Center [AGC22, AV+22, FML+22, GND+23, LZZ+21, QAM17].

Centered [GPRMGP21, SIZD12, SMK+22, VKV+22, YBB22].

Centerline [DOB21].

Centers [AJ18, AGC18, ZSCF18].

Central [CMS21].

Centralized [KSD+23, ZCN17].

Centre [GHGL22].

Centric [ACM+21, DNM22, DJW22, EP21, F020, K121, LSH21, LH21c, MZLP22, RY10, SYB+18, SM19, SNZ21, Tri14, XNZ23a, XNZ23b, ZWZ19].

Certifiable [IZK+23, WHW22, YJSL18].

CF [MKK17a].

CFO [SLS20].

Chain [CTM21, MSC+21, KTK19, YO19, Y11, Y21b].

Chaining [AP22, GGK18, MP16].

Chains [KG19].

Challenge [IP16, LMK18].

Challenge-Based [LMK18].


Championship [CR21].

Change [CCCA22, CS11, CFGD20, EM09, MMH16, SLZJ23].

Changed [Den12].
Changes [AZAV22, dSRRMC+23].
Changing [JP13, Pet20, SYGY21].
Character-Level [WS22].
Choreography-Based [ADG+19]. Chronological [ESB+20]. Chunks [YL21].
Churn [AAC21]. CIAA [TPKA20].
City [AKYP23, BSM22, DTR22, KSD+23, KAM+19, LZ11, LMY21, LG23, MMF+19, SSO+19, ADG+19, Rot12]. Civic [AGN21].
CKMI [CSIS19]. Class [GSL20a, KPB22, SDL+19, YSEK20].
Classification [ADAq+22, AAE+22, AF22, BPRLM21, BG09, BCMPW21, CGnCD20, CT20, GB23, HKZ+22, ITH+21, JJFC22, KVS19, KAS+20, LWXY18, LLZL19, LBBPM21, MMD22, MDMA21, PHG+20, SYB+18, SWD+18, THL21, YYW20, YZZ+20, YGQ+22, YLPW21, ZLXY19, ZGZ+18].
Classification-Based [ITH+21].
Classifications [WLJM21]. Classified [TMP22]. Classifier [ASLG22, KDD+21].
Classifiers [KAAA22, MAVS20, PCM22, RPB+17].
Classifiers-Based [RPB+17]. Classifying [HP21, ZJJS+23]. Classmates [ISG20].
Classroom [JPVC21, LF23, PLSF14, hSGZHL17, VBWW22]. Clean [Fri13].
Climate [CS11, CH16, SLY+12]. Clinical [GVY+23, YGQ+22]. Cliques [FAB+22].
Clock [DDZ18, HNNH23]. Clock-Based [HNNH23]. Closing [AMZ+20]. Cloud [AJ18, AH22, ADM+19b, AMAJ12, AAY21, AAMD21, AWSA23, AK22, AAA+19, AGC18, AD18, BSEL20, BFG+23, BB17, BCM+19b, CBRS21, CVG+22, DGD+19, DCHM16, DVED20, Dua21, ELC+19, ELCS20, FLRS12, FYWS16, FFM+23, FBOC15, GW15, GL21, GDARM18, GMH18, GV+23, GHGL22, GMMI16, HSI+22, HWZP18, HC21, HWCH12, IOW16, JII17, KCY22, KLZ16, Kra22, LKIL19, LZS18, LFGR20, MSC19, MN19, MSIP20, NLPV12, OPHG23, PPKS21, PDJB19, PN+20, QAM17, RGMFM12, SHHM21, SOR16, SL22, TXJ23, VFFH19, WCSZ18, XL+23, YCS17, YJSL18, ZSS+22].
Cloud-API-Based [AYA21]. Cloud-Based [AK22, CBRS21, GL21, PN+20, ZSS+22].
Cloud-Native [Dua21, GVV+23, Kra22].
YT18, YK21, ZZZ+22, ZZY19].
Communication-Ecient [ASBC22].
Communication-Historical [GPMO20].
Communication-Trafic-Assisted [LLCL23].
Communications [ASL17, AP19, CFP17, CFP19, HDBD23, HYLI3, ISLARP+22, KFP10, Lee18, MCH+20, PSC19, FSM+18, SCH18, SHN+19, WSM20].
Communities [BBA21, Fab+22].
Community [BdBCCG21, BLW+17, Cop14, GSD+17, Hua15, KYG22, LN19, NZZ13, PZC21, SHA+21, WZC19, WXL22, ZVV12, Zha19, ZGH13].
Community-Driven [ZGH13].
CoMP [ENT21].
CoMP-Enabled [ENT21].
Compact [CLZL18].
Company [SLS20, ZCdRR+23].
Comparative [AGO23a, AMAE22, Bod22, COL22, GRA21, Jal19, KK21, KK23, MKPG22, MF20, RCGSL19, SHB23, TBT+23].
Comparing [KKTK20].
Comparison [CTM19, GM16, HF14, HDT22, LMY21, MS23, NZZ13, Sta23, SNS22, TLK+20, ZSS+22].
Compensated [LMH19].
Compensation [AD20, MMN19].
Competence [GDRCDBLA23, dPCGMC20, Pet20].
Competences [VCPT22].
Competencies [DHG21, SSOA+16].
Competitive [MATP19].
Complete [CC22b].
Completion [ZC21].
Complex [BB23, CFI+18, DLX+19, KRSF22, Min20].
Complexity [BR21, FSG+16, MTA+20, SP22, WZL+20, ZLT22].
Compliance [BFFZ+12, PYC21].
Compliant [GDSdC23].
Components [LL20a, TGS+19].
Composite [ZZWP19].
Composition [DCHM16, KKT20, MHS23, MSV+19, RRM22, SWJ20].
Compacting [NPM+18].
Comprehensive [AP22, AAAT21, ACQ22, AMCI17, AYH23, CSIS19, CGRV20, DJC+22, KKG20, MDT20, NTT22, YJS18, YHN21].
Compressed [CCKH21].
Compression [KL21, PTZM22, SWC+23].
Compressive [GTC19, LXY17].

COMPRIME, COMPRI, MOV
[dcMA21].
Computation
[DeD16, LLL21, SZW+23, TLC15].
Computational
[AK19, ATY20, BOKC19, DVED20, HWCL17, Let16, LAG+18, RPHJ11].
Computations [PH16].
Computing [AV22, AAMD21, AAAAM+21, AAA+19, AGC18, ARC+19, And21, AD18, AVE+22, ALDS19, BMS20, BFY22, BZP+21, BMJ+22, BB17, CPM+19, DGD+19, GW15, GHZ+23, GHM18, HSI+22, HC21, IBBA20, IOW16, JMJ+23, KLZ16, LW21, LFGR20, MSc19, MDT20, MAP19, NBT22, NLPV12, PAK+23, Pec18, PdB19, RBVV22, RAR+23, RIdBSS22, Bnk+23, Sn22, Sb+19, TTKZ19, TL19, TCY22, VddH+19, Vkm+19, WSF23, XQLZ19, YPZ18].
Concentration [GBDDVS23].
Concept [BMB23c, ESZ+20, GPCR12, GKG19, KGRP21, SLZJ23, SGR+13, TPJ21, VLG+19].
Conceptual [LA20, RMB+12].
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YLK$^{+19}$, ZY20a, ZHW23, ZZZL23b.

Hybrid-Copy [LSC$^{+17}$]. Hybrid-Feature [RGM$^{+21}$]. Hybrid-Powered [ENT$^{21}$].

Hybridizing [RFD23]. Hydraulic [FCR$^{23}$].

HyDSMaaS [dSVJdlARDS21].

Hyperledger [LLHW20, LLW21].

Hyperparameter [OMD$^{+22}$].

Hyperparameter-Optimized [OMD$^{+22}$].

Hyperthermia [OP$^{22}$]. Hypothesis [RBVV22].

I/O [JLI$^{+13}$]. I4.0I [ZCdRR$^{+23}$]. IaaS [FFM$^{+23}$, XCSM18]. IBM [GMMI16].

iCaps [KYS21]. iCaps-Dfake [KYS21].

ICN [Fot20, JLGFI9, LNA17, LYD22, LL23b, ZHW23].

ICN-Based [JLGFI9].

ICS [MEJ$^{+23}$]. ICT

[RRS20, Huu15, TMTHB20, VLRMP21].

ICT-Mediated [MTMTB20]. ID [MMS22].

Ideas [NSJGN21]. Ideation [JSJ$^{+23}$].

Identifiability [DCPG21]. Identification [CZL21, CXB21, DMS$^{+22}$, IAG$^{+21}$, KRRS22, LTT21, MXL$^{+21}$, PPR$^{+20}$, PMP22a, RKS$^{+21}$, Tag20, WSD22, ZCZ17].

Identified [LPPG22]. Identifier

[LHW18, MHK13]. Identifiers [AAF$^{+22}$, FSXP22]. Identify [BMB$^{+23}$a, CS22, JLW19, MPK$^{+23}$, ZHI$^{+19}$].

Identifying [FMCT09, MKKG19, PD23, WLT$^{+17}$, WZL23].

Identities [KHN$^{+11}$, LBC18]. Identity

[ASW$^{+23}$, AHY22, CTM21, FR15, Gna11, GK21, HOPGRV21, ITZ20, Li23, IWZ$^{+21}$, POC20, SG12, VVK22, VFHHF19].

Identity-as-a-Service [VFFHF19].

Identity-Based [FR15, GK21, Li23].

Identity-Enabled [SG12]. Idling [Kra20].

IDS [HCXH16, AAAT21, GSP15]. IEC

[DSM21]. IEEE [MSK$^{+18}$, SE23, SIJA10].

iForest [ASF$^{+23}$]. iForest-Based

[ASF$^{+23}$]. IgA [ZWS20]. II

[KKT22, SG23]. Ill [VI16]. Ill-Structured

[VI16]. Illicit [KS19]. Im2Graph [GGD23].

Image [AKYP23, Alb21, AGA$^{+22}$, BS17, CGnnCD20, CCC19, FLC21, GRRZ18, KTS18, KYS21, LJWX23, LPM10, MMD22, MTF$^{+21}$, Rei23, SGW22, SWC$^{+23}$, SS17, SKH23, TCB$^{+19}$, ULS19, WYL18, ZWW17, ZWZ17, ZQCC16].

Imagery

[BPLB21, CL19, GML522, KKM$^{+22}$, MMD22]. Images [CCKH21, CDD$^{+21}$, Cpi4, DYLZ21, GR2a, JNZ$^{+22}$, KHP$^{+22}$, LBK22, PPP$^{+23}$, YR21, ZMDCEMI22].

Imaging [XLI9]. Imbalanced

[BMB$^{+23}$a, JXA19]. Immersive

[DHEK19, FOJE19, KTS18, ML20].

Immigration [VLPR20]. Impact

[AP21, BCT21, FC19, Gao21, GL21, He15, IUK$^{+23}$, KPC19, KKS$^{+19}$, LL20b, MPG20, MGBG21, PMMG21, SSL20, SS22, VMD$^{+22}$, YB22, YLK$^{+19}$].

Impacting [APB$^{+16}$].

Impacts [HSM19, WHB$^{+21}$]. Impaired

[FBOC15, ZZZ$^{+22}$]. Imperviousness

[GML522]. Implementation

[AGO$^{+23}$b, BTBK21, DTL$^{+21}$, GBKN23, HBM$^{+21}$, IAG$^{+21}$, JLZ18, JZJ21, KPP$^{+20a}$, KPCS13, MV20, MFM$^{+19}$, MFH22, MMMH19, NPM$^{+18}$, TP$^{+20}$, Ven22, VCGOMC$^{+21}$, WYL$^{+21}$].

Implementations [AP22, SG19].

Implementing [CHI$^{+16}$, GdSdC23, HLLT10, MTF$^{+21}$, SE15].

Implications

[DN20, MZI9, RRAGMGG20, Sta23, ST20].

Implicit [HL23, WYX18]. Importance

[SOSC$^{+16}$, YPLZ19]. Importance-Based

[YPLZ19]. Important [LZLW22, ZVKK19].

Improve [CP10, CPR20, KKM$^{+22}$, LPM10, PPN18, TMP22, YJ19, ZBN21].

Improved

[ADM$^{+19b}$, AK22, ADAq$^{+22}$, AFAAM19, GXWD19, JFJC22, JHL$^{+18}$, KC19, LLZL19, dMLMS22, MKR22, MA23, RRM22, RDF23, SGG$^{+22}$, TL17, YMH22, ZSZ18, ZL20].

Improvement [DGF23, HRAA19, JHC$^{+20}$].

Improvements [LK20]. Improving

[AK22, ACBP19, CMO$^{+21}$, CCD$^{+21}$, DHDAu22, GPRMGP21, GKW$^{+10}$, HM20, KID$^{+15}$, KL21, LIW20, MLM14, PHGZ20,
PW22, RRP17, SKI+19, THL21, VCPPRC20, ZSF20, ZVKK19. **Imputation** [AAHA22, PHGZ20, ZZ12]. **In-App** [PRDK22]. **In-Depth** [PMT+23, ZDP+22]. **In-Home** [COL21]. **In-Memory** [CMO+21]. **In-Network** [DH22, KKB10]. **In-Situ** [GRRZ18]. **In-Store** [FRE+22]. **In-Vehicle** [RYAA22, BCSN20]. **In-Equality** [GSP15]. **In-Efficiency** [VMA+21]. **In-Feasible** [DDV22]. **Imputation** [GMB+21]. **Imputed** [AZ19]. **Inference** [JOL22, KKP22a, PPKS21, ZZ12b, dOB19]. **Inferring** [GMB+21]. **Infinite** [Tsi14]. **Inflated** [UJ22]. **Influence** [CLM+21, DGGS19, ESLB20, LMK18, RZCL19, SMK+22, WZL19, YPZ18, ZV12]. **Influence-Based** [SMK+22]. **Influences** [HP20]. **Influencing** [AACS23, SSF+18]. **Infodemic** [AA1+21]. **Information** [AOI+23, AZS23, ACM+19, BCG+23, BRF+13, CP10, CGL121, CFG20, CTM22b, DGMCP21, DGADE14, Dc12s, DNF22, DNZ22, DNZ22, DB23, FZ15, FP19, Fot20, GL19, HZJW21, HLL23, HOV23, ICF+11, KKP22b, LZ23, Ler16, LW11, LSH21, LDY22, LH21c, MWY19, MGJ22, MHSH16, MZH22, MZLP22, NZ13, NZ14, OT16, PS16, PVM22, PW21, PA13, PPDC22, RRS20, RBMSRN21, SYB+18, SOSR+16, Sof19, SM19, SNZ21, SYL22, Tri14, Uto13, UUT+19, WBB+21, XNZ23a, XNZ23b, YHG+21, Zha19, ZY20a, ZWZ19]. **Information-Centric** [ACM+19, DNZ22, DNZ22, FP19, Fot20, LSH21, LH21c, MZLP22, SYB+18, SM19, SNZ21, XNZ23a, XNZ23b, ZWZ19]. **Information-Driven** [Sof19]. **Informational** [KDD+21]. **Informed** [Pic21]. **Infrared** [GGCY20]. **Input** [GX20, MGBG21, SIZD12]. **Injection** [HDB22, HBS20, KGP20, SCB21, SHB23]. **Inhibition** [GCC20]. **Initial** [IPL+18]. **Initialization** [DDD+22]. **Initiatives** [OO19, VCB14]. **Injection** [AV23, GHL+23, SCA+19]. **Innovation** [ACK+16, BJJ+22, CKM+16, CGMDUC19, KAJ23, OGR+20, PKCF21]. **Innovations** [GMRRQ+16]. **Innovative** [GX20, MGBG21, SIZD12]. **Input** [AFAM19, BAK23, CFX20, oRL19, Smi15, SZW+23]. **Insights** [GSL22, TLV23, YBMK21, VDE+20]. **Inspired** [CCA+20, Min20]. **Instagram** [BGW16, HS18b, IP16, PV22]. **Installation** [SOSR+16]. **Instance** [YLJ+19].
Interoperability [AFS+23, CNC+21, HG12, JJ21, KMS+12, Le19, RKM+22, RFS22].
Interoperable [MEH+22, SSH20].
Interpretability [CT20]. Interpretable [FAS+23, SLZY21]. Intersection [YT19].
Intervals [AM21]. Intervention [PTK+21].
Intra [EMHF19]. Intra-Prediction [EMHF19]. Intransitiveness [BB20].
Intraoperative [IKS+21]. Intrinsic [BdCRM10, SSR17]. Introducing [YAV+21].
Introducing [YAV+21]. Introduction [CB16, Far12, Fer12, Gra13, Sac19].
Introducing [CB16, Far12, Fer12, Gra13, Sac19]. Introduce [YAV+21].
IoT-Blockchain [SNS22]. IoT-Driven [KGWR23]. IoT-Enabled [Alb21].
IoT-NOMA [THV+22]. IoT-Oriented [CDBF19]. IoT-Portrait [DDD+22].
IoT-NOMA [THV+22]. IoT-Oriented [CDBF19]. IoT-Portrait [DDD+22].
Japanese [FAS+23, CNC+21, HG12, JJ21, KMS+12, Le19, RKM+22, RFS22].
Japanese [FAS+23, CNC+21, HG12, JJ21, KMS+12, Le19, RKM+22, RFS22].
Japanese [FAS+23, CNC+21, HG12, JJ21, KMS+12, Le19, RKM+22, RFS22].
[DN20, KVVD22, NSD+22, RBMORN21].
Journey [FRE+22]. JPEG [PTZM22].
JTAG [VL18b]. Judgment [MBLC22].
Jump [ZYL17]. Junctions [PCC+18].
Jurimetrics [CBB17]. Just [Alb19].
Just-In-Time [Alb19].

Keeping [ZLY+20]. Key [AZH22, CSIS19,
GR22a, HEP+11, HDT22, Li23, LCMV17,
MKK17b, MPK+23, PNKM22, PL22b,
SPM+22, VCP22, WHW22]. Keyword
[BC23, HWZP18, ZLL+23]. Kim [FC19].
Kits [DG18]. KNN [LBBP21]. Know
[KPP+20a]. Knowledge
[AMR+21, AFS+23, BdBC23, BGL+22,
CYC+21, CQWC22, FAB+22, FM21, For14,
ICF+11, KS19, KVL+22, LTM+22, MSL+23,
ORL+20, PG14, PLL11, PL+21, PKFC21,
Por21, RFZ22, RRT20, RTN+22, SU17c,
SPG+23, SLSK21, SCMI2, TILV23, WX22,
WJBZ22, ZL20, ZC21, ZY20b, ZGH13].
Knowledge-Driven [RRT20].
Knowledge-Graph-Based [CYC+21].
Known [KAAAA22]. Kohonen [BCNS20].
KPIs [SPSS17]. Kr00k [SE23]. Krack
[SE23]. KubeHound [DSB23].
Kubernetes
[DSB23, PPKS21, PL22b, TXJ23]. kV
[AMZ+20]. KYC [KPP+20a].

L [WKW18]. L-DDoS [WKW18]. L2S
[GVV+23]. L2S-M [GVV+23]. Lab
[ACK+16]. Labeling
[KB22, LBK22, OFK19, SSS21]. Labels
[CLTP22, SGW22, SHA+21, XZXB22].
Laboratories [ZJ18]. Laboratory
[GPMM21, HZJ14, RHNN21, RLSF23].
Lagrange [HKZ+22]. Lake [DGHH20].
Land [MGUD21]. Landscape
[BR23, PR11, SPC+11, SPB+11].
Landscapes [CR23]. Lane
[LRD21, SYGY21, WZH+18]. Language
[AdMT19, ADAq+22, CS22, EMMP22,
FRKS22, GPK+20, HOV23, HZCZ22,
JSPH21, KI20, KKT20, LSSD22, PLID20,
PD23, RKS+21, RCL21, STV+22, SG21a,
ZSS+22]. Language-Independent
[AdMT19]. Languages [TB22, MKK+22].
LANs [Lee18]. L’Aquila [ADG+19]. Large
[HP21, JX19, SADP21, SKKS22].
Large-Scale [JX19]. Largest [Kra20].
Latches [SDS+22]. Latency
[IFF21, MLPH21, MM21, PBK22, PP22b,
VK+19, YLK+19]. Latency-Based
[YLK+19]. Latent [ZY20b]. Latest
[HAL18]. Latitude [Mat20]. Lattices
[GB20]. Law [LAG+18, PPM21]. Layer
[AKM+23, AAF+22, BOK+21, CCKH21,
CAL23, GVV+23, GTC19, GFL21, GVC13,
HMK+21, MMS22, ORK+19, RF21,
SKT+19, TH21, TSG22, WXL22].
Layer-Wise [GTC19]. Layered
[ASMM21, QWR18]. Layers [LL23b].
LBCS [MGUD21]. LBP [SKHK23]. LDA
[LBPM21]. Lead [RIS+17]. Lead-Acid
[RIS+17]. Leakage [AZS23]. Leaks
[FKK20]. Learner [CWC+22, VI6].
Learner-Managed [VI6]. Learning
[AMK+21, AZAV22, PBSG21, AKM+23,
ASBC22, AM23, AG23a, AG22, AN22,
Alb19, AA21a, Alh22, AAG+22, AR23,
AA21c, AJ22, AG22, BSM22,
BCMP21, CMO+21, GCI2CD20, CXL21,
CH21, CQWC22, CLT+22, CWC+22,
CAS21, DEX+22, Del23, DZH+22, DYE+21,
ESB+20, ERBL12, FOJE19, FWLY23,
FXL19, FQ21, DMP+23, FRKS22,
FFP+22, FMCT09, FM20a, FFM+23,
Gao21, GWF+23, GDN+23, GHA+21,
GVY+23, GHGL22, GHL+23, GMKG20,
GPM21, HHL21, HHM+23, HXHP17,
HOPGRV121, HBM+21, HN18, Hua15,
HRGQOAO21, IHMG22, IDR23, JX19,
JL22, JMJ+23, JFJC22, JHC+20, JGV+21,
JSAO+23, KALY17, KBF23, KPK+23,
KID+15, LS15, IWX18, LG20, LL21,
LZL22, LL21, LL20b, LPA+22, LL20e,
LYMG17, MB22, MAW+23, MM22,
[Kra22]. Logic
[CPP+20, GL12, JP21, LA23, Tra18].
Logically [KSD+23].
Logically-Centralized [KSD+23]. Logistic
[OMTFFL21, SQK+17]. Lognormal [KP19].
Logo [MPP22a]. Logo-Based [MPP22a].
Logs [CLIT22, MGM+23]. Lombardy
[TC21]. Long
[BKL+22, DYS15, FM20b, GLW+19].
long-haul [GLW+19]. Long-Range
[FM20b]. Long-Term [DYS15]. Longevity
[Je20]. Look [BFG+23, KFP10].
Look-Ahead [BFG+23, KFP10]. Looking
[XGN19]. Loop [CZZH15, OTR+20]. LoRa
[ACA+23, CAL23, GHZ+23, LA20, OAG21].
LoRaCommunication [KKEV17].
LoraMesh [dSVjdALRfS21]. LoRaWAN
[ADAB21, BZDP19, BPG19, EABE19, MCCHO19, VC19, dSVjdALRfS21]. Lose
[Tsi14]. Lot [TCB+19]. Lots [WC23]. Low
Low-Code [dCdPC+21]. Low-Complexity
[WZL+20, ZLT22]. Low-Cost
[CTP+22, PR11, TPD+20].
Low-Dimensional [CXL22]. Low-Jitter
[LW15]. Low-Latency [MLPH23, MM21].
Low-Orbit [CXG+22]. Low-Priority
[YT19]. Low-Resource
[MCR+23, ZLY+20]. Loyalty
[GLRM19, SMB23]. LRU [HNHH23].
LSSDNF [SMN22]. LSTM [AWUF19, EVCL21, GMA20, HSL+23, RAA+22, TCYZZ22, XGN19, ZWPL19, ZGZ+18].
LSTM-CNN [ZGZ+18]. LSTM-CRF
[XGN19]. LTC [KE22]. LTE
[ABK22, AMZ+20, CTP+22, DMZ+19, NSV17, TFKY19]. LTE-Advanced
[NSV17]. LTE/4G [CTP+22].
M [FC19, GVV+23]. M2M
[ABK22, BL22, LBG+14]. M2X [LSN21].
MAC [TPD+20, HNK+21, MM21, MSK+18, ORK+19, TSDG22, YLY+17]. MAC-PHY
[MM21]. Machina [LAG+18]. Machine
Machine-Learning [LG20].
Machine-Learning-Based [DZH+22].
Machine-to-Everything [LSN21].
Machines [CMO+21]. Madness [ATY20].
Magnetic [OP22]. Mail [SGL21a, SSM21].
Main [MSFM16, TCG19]. Mainstream
[SDM22]. Maintaining [TTO+19].
Maintenance [NZZ0, SOR+16]. Major
[CBR22, M KK19]. Makers [Ves18].
Makes [BR21]. Making
[ARM20, AFS+23, CGK22, CMS21, DSSM21, DCPG21, Let16, MSHH16, MKPG22, MLL+22, OR22, PR12, SZC19]. Male [VYN19]. Malicious [AKAS22, AASA22, ASLG22, EZL21, ZCZ17]. Malta
[MNMS11, For14]. Malware
[KAS+20, Uto13, YZZ+20, ZJJS+23]. Man
[OOM+23]. Man-in-the-Middle
[OOM+23]. Managed [NST23, VI16].
Management [AML22, AZ19, AI20, APB+16, AYH22, APP22, AAE+22, BMS20, BKL+22, BSEL20, BN14, CSIS19, CKK21, CMT22b, DDPVP18, DCA16, Dua21, DCA23, FC19, FLRS12, FSXP22, GW13, Glal11, GSL20b, UGJA18, IP16, ICF+11,
IZK+20, KT22, KPP+20b, KTP17, KUBS22, KOJP13, KLZ16, KID+15, Lee20, LYP+19, LCMV17, LCV+17, LGV13, LSM+12, LW15, MSC19, MKK17b, MMMH19, NMH+21, PPMMS19, PLA17, PCC+18, PPP+23, PST+21, PPP21, QMN19, RC18, RKT19, RQS18, SOSR+16, SOSC+16, SMB23, SoI9, SLK21, SKA+23, SKT+19, SP22, TADS20, TH20, VP22, dSV, dALRS21, VCPPRC20, VCGOMC+21, WJ21, WZS+22, WLZ18, YCS17, YYY+23, YPMM12, YY17.

Management-Complexity [SP22].

Managers [ATR20]. Managing [Han13, La114, SS+19]. MANET [Al11, ML22]. MANETs [Alb21, MLM14, PZH+18, ZHZ+19].

Manufacturing [LH21b, LHSS12, MEH+22, PGSL20, SU17c, TPJ21, WCS21, ZLL18]. Many [CC23, Kra22, REP22].


Mature [GLD+18]. Maximization [GHFM20, RZCL19, SNH+19, WZLW19].

Maximize [dOB19]. Maximum [ZLT22].

MCCM [GHFM20]. MCSDN [RAJJ23].


MEC-WPT [LXL+20]. Mechanical [NZ20]. Mechanism [ADM+19b, AMEF21, BKCL23, CYC+21, CZL21, DNZ22, DNZW22, Lec17b, IY20, LLZ19, LMPT19, LLW21, SB22, SN21, SLW17, WHXL18, WCYL20, XDS+19, ZLXY19, ZCHG19].


Media-Related [FZ15]. Median [IKS+21].

Mediated [DCA16, RRS20, TMTMB20, TA15].


Memetics [RFSOHMSB21]. Memory [RFSOHMSB21].
Merging [SYGY21]. Merkle [CCC19].
Mermaids [MP20]. MES [WCSZ18].
Mesh [CBDF19, EW19, HF20, KSD+23, KLTC17].
Merging [SYGY21]. Merkle [CCC19].
Mermaids [MP20]. MES [WCSZ18].
Mesh [CBDF19, EW19, HF20, KSD+23, KLTC17].
Merging [SYGY21]. Merkle [CCC19].
Mermaids [MP20]. MES [WCSZ18].
Mesh [CBDF19, EW19, HF20, KSD+23, KLTC17].
GSL20a, GSL22, GWF+23, GNV21, GDARM18, GGW18, GX20, GTC19, Gro17, GMB+21, GSP15, GFL21, GR22b, HF20, HLZ23, HLLT10, HNK+21, IGL+23, IKP+13, IU123, IZK+23, IDR32, JBS+s, JCPV22, JP20, KSD+23, KMW18, KLKP19, KTP17, KHN+11, KPK+23, KC19, KTUF19, LBG+14, LZ23, LMK18, LSH21, LW22, LCW+18, LH2c1, LXL+21, LGY23, LCMV17, LRDLS19, LZC21, LN19, MCM+10, MG10, ME015b, MP20, MP16, MKDG20, MT20.

Networks [MKK17b, MWY19, MSX+21, MKvD11, MBLC22, MZH22, MSC+21, MN12, MSAD22, MPSC+s, MTHN22, MZLP22, MHL+s, NPMPM23, OOM+s, OB13, OMD+s, OLCMD20, OA2+s, OTR+s, PZC21, Pet20, Pin10, PSM+s, QL+11, QAM17, RLB+s, RC19, RZCL19, dRL19, RSX18, Rok23, RKS+s, REP22, SB22, SFS+s, SJA+s, SMJ21, SS23, SSS+s, SSS+s, SS15, SLA10, SSW+s, SXXW20, SN22, SA218, SL17, SAM+s, TAM22, TAHO23, TFKY19, TL17, THV+s, TSDG22, USS19, VP22, VMGT22, VR21, WCF+s, WCM19, WZC19, WUB+s, WZ+s, WZ+s, XSX+s, XNC21, YCH18, YK19, YPG20, YGG+s, YHWS19, YMH22, YW16, YLH+s, dOB19].

NetworkX [PMA+s, PMA+s] Neuronal [ASC22, ATH18, AKM22, BF22, BZP+s, BC23, CBM+s, CKSG21, DAMAS+s, EVCL21, GX20, GTC19, GR22b, Han13, HY22, HGL+s, JTA+s, KWI+s, KRSF22, LLZ19, LWZ+s, LKY23, LRDLS19, MBG21, MBL22, MTHN22, MHL+s, OM+s, OTR+s, PLYD20, RX18, RKS+s, SSR+s, SSW+s, VEM22, WL+s, WZ18, YZZ+s, YGG+s, YMH22, ZLY+s, ZJS+s, dOB19].

Neurological [JTA+s]. Neurologist [SWD+s]. Neutral [CBD+s]. Neutrality [Cap12]. Newly [YK19]. News [AdMTJ20, AGN21, CLM+s, DN20, HP21, KLKA19, LZZ21, MV20, NSD+s, Oie12, PFdRGG21, RS22, SSS21, SDM22, TZZ+s, TZE+s, VMGT22]. Newspaper [PFdRGG21]. Next [APP22, FWVF19, HEP+s, HLLT10, IG10, KP19, MKSV+s, RYY10, SA218, Tre21, WZ+s].


No-Reference [DHEK19]. No-Show [SL+s]. Nodal [BT21, CAS21]. Node [AASAI22, LCW+s, MAA+s, MCM+s, TYH23, VLS+s, WLY19, WLY+s]. Nodes [AASAI22, DYS15, EUDW23, GZ21, IGL+s, MMS22, OT16, RZCL19, SAL21, SA21, SFEK18]. Noise [LML18, TELGH13]. Noisy [CR23, SG22, ZXB22]. NOMA [ASL17, GWF+s, TH+s, WSM20].


Norway [NW20]. Norwegian [VX18]. NoSQL [DCB19]. Nostalgia [HP20]. Notification [AH+s]. Notifications
Notion \[AAD+12\]. Novel \[ASCM22, ARAAA19, ADAq+22, BMJ+22, DPR+21, HSL+23, IHMG22, IWHR14, LSC+17, LXY+17, MAVS20, MKKS18, OLCMdA20, PMP22a, PZC21, QWR18, RDASB22, RöK23, SKHK23, TTKZ19, WZL+20, WSM20, XCSM18, XNZ23b, YC16, YLYL22, ZQCC16\]. Novelty \[dSMdO22\]. NR \[AMSM23, BOK+21\]. ns \[AVA+22\]. nS-3 \[AVA+22\]. Nudge \[LGMZ19\]. Number \[MSX+21, Tsi14, VMD+22, YILY22\]. Numbers \[VCJAMN22\].

O \[JLH+13\]. Obfuscated \[AKAS22, ZJJS+23\]. Object \[BFY22, BCM+19b, DIE+21, DMP+23, KES22, KHP+22, LZY+22, MPL+21, SPB+11, Sor12, VGK21, ZCHG19\]. Object-of-Interest \[Sor12\]. Objectives \[AP22, LS15, Tag20\]. Objects \[DG18, DYLZ21, GNNZRCRG18, KVL+22, MAW+19, MC12, Pir22\]. OBS \[DdCRM10\]. Observability \[Kra22\]. Observation \[CH16, SOSK12\]. Observing \[Yan17\]. Obstacle \[GM20\]. OCARI \[MMA10\]. Occlusion \[TCH18\]. Occlusion-Aware \[TCH18\]. Occupancy \[EDW+23, HBM+21, HZCZ22, TCB+19\]. Oceans \[Jia19, ML20\]. ODK \[APB+16\].

OFDM \[GLW+19\]. Off \[HKZ+22, LMK18, SLW17\]. Offering \[FGBMG19\]. Offerings \[IPL+18\]. Office \[FM20a, ZXJ22\]. Offices \[PPM21, RBSMRN21\]. Official \[CKK21\]. Offline \[MFO+20, RGM+21, ZLWLW18\]. Offload \[SPT+23\]. Offloading \[ADM+19b, DH22, DVED20, GWF+23, LLI21, MATP19, QWR18, TCYZ22, YXL+21\]. Offs \[GL13, AHMI22\]. Offset \[Lec17a\]. Oil \[OOM+23, Sta23\]. Old \[Roy14\]. Older \[LN12\]. OLP \[dCdPC+21\]. OLSR \[CTNS21\]. On-Demand \[AYH+21, DTTK19\]. On-Manifold \[KL21\]. On-Off \[LMK18\]. On-Ramp \[SYGY21\]. On-the-Fly \[PMGG21\]. Onboard \[ML20\]. On \[MZH22\]. Ongoing \[AS19\]. Online \[ABSG21, AIR+18, AGN21, BLW+17, BBK+20, CLM+21, CS11, DWY+19a, DCPG21, Gar12, GKI21, HZWJ23, HAL+22, HCW20, HRGQHA21, ISG20, ICF+11, ITZ20, LS15, LLJ22, LLZ21, LOL21, LY19, MBAS20, MSDK20, MSX+21, MMC+21, PID12, PfDrG21, PVK+23, SWP+22, SPB+11, Sor12, SSS21, SS22, SG21b, SHA+21, VPKA17, WT13, Yan19, ZS18, vdSFRF23\]. Ontological \[KPCS13\]. Ontological-Relational \[KPCS13\]. Ontologies \[AAMD21, BYS+15, Lan15\]. Ontology \[AML22, AMR+21, CP10, FM21, GSO+10, LZ11, LSSD22, LLJ16, MGD12, PCROB21, RDF23, SU17c, SOB+19, STK21, SKA+23, SZC19, ZL14\]. Ontology-Based \[CP10, LLJ16, PCROB21, SU17c, SOB+19, STK21\]. Ontology-Driven \[AMR+21\]. Open \[AP22, ASW+23, AYH23, BBK+20, CTP+22, Ciu19, CGMVdUC19, CSC21, DTR22, DWL21, GMD+22, GZC21, HPC12, HRGQHA21, KS14, KBF+22, LL18, MZS19, NB12, PLO+23, PKCF21, PFL+12, PR20, RT23, Roy14, SGWK23, Sca14, SLSK21, TRB22, VCB14, VDE+20, ZZZL23a, ZZZL23b, dCdPC+21, OLMBRCRC23\]. Open-AI \[RT23\]. Open-Domain \[ZZZL23a, ZZZL23b\]. Open-House \[SGWK23\]. Open-Source \[CTP+22, DTR22, PLO+23, TRB22\]. OpenFlow \[BM14, IZK+20\]. OpenGov \[SS14\]. OpenID \[AYH22\]. Opening \[BN14\]. OpenStreetMap \[MC12, NZZ12, NZ14, PM17, SSS17\]. Operating \[BR23, KBBH21\]. Operation \[BCG+23, FAT19, FHS+10, KSE+20, SBS18, TGS+19\]. Operational \[ACD+22, AHMI22, LCMV17\]. Operations \[CF19, GL19, KP15\]. Operative \[GAA21\].

[HMR+21, YLH+17]. **Password** [ATR20].
Past [RKM+22]. **Pat** [OTR+20].
*Pat-in-the-Loop* [OTR+20]. **Patent** [UJ22]. **Path** [GM20, LSH21, MAM+21, TYH23, XNZ23a, ZYL17, ZXM22].
**Pathloss** [OAI+22]. **Pathologies** [ABL+23].
**Patient** [GAA21, HBMS20, MKM+19, NB12, PTK+23, TH14, SLP+22]. **Patient-Centric** [Tri14]. **Patients** [ANAAM21, CCCA22, DCA23, FFVP21, PTK+23]. Patterns [Aln22, BHM+19, CGMM22, DVED20, FAS+23, FAB+12, HGF21, KVST19, SG21a, VOP22]. **Pattern-Based** [FLRS12, GMH18].
Practice [GS11, KS14, MRRMC21, NS12].
Practice-Based [MRRMC21]. Practices [DN20, GNGHEM21, IPL+18, KLKA19, KTUF19, NDKBL19, SSB21, Zaf12].
Practitioners [ACBP19]. Pragmatic [HL23]. Pre [AD20, Lee17a, LL20c].
Pre-Distortion [Lee17a]. Pre-School [LL20c]. Pre/Post [AD20].
Pre/Post-Compensation [AD20]. Preceding [HZW+20, WHB+21]. Precision [BYG22, KKS+19]. Predict [DGMP21, FFVP21, GNK+10, LCW+18, SLP+22, SG21a, WC23].
Predicting [AMAE22, AA19a, BS17, CCD+21, CFG20, FSG22, GCA+22, JDH21, MPK+23].
Pretraining [ZLY+20]. Prevent [SWP+22].
Preventing [ABL+23, DL19, MT17a, RS22, WLC+17]. Prevention [AMEF21, ACBP19, YWLY22].
Priorities [IUK+23, oRL19]. Prioritisation [Tag20]. Prioritization [AMG22].
Privacy-Conscious [CDD+21]. Privacy-Oriented [KPP+20a].
Processes [APB+16, CGRV20, KGWR23, LHSS12, PE13, Pil18, PLA+21, PR12, TMTMB20, ZLL18]. Processing [CS22, HOV23, LS21, PSGM22, PD23, Re23, RAA+18, SSR17, STV+22, VdHH+19].
WZL21, ZMDCEMI22. Processor [MLPH23]. Procurement [DWH+19a].
Producer [KC19]. Product [ZLZZ23].
Production [MKHR21, VP22]. Products [CMP+19, HSM19, NDKBL19, TN20].
Products-Empirical [HSM19].
Professional [ABSG21, KVVD22].
Products [CMP+19, HSM19, NDKBL19, TN20].
Products-Empirical [HSM19].
Professional [ABSG21, KVVD22].
Programmable [DH22]. Programming [CZY17, DH18, KS19, MB22].
Programs [AS19, GL12, KPB23]. Programs-Pitfalls [AS19].
Progress [XCW+22]. Progressive [JHC+20, WCZ23].
Project [CGM+19, FMSN11, ZZYC21]. Projects [OC20, PR11, PLO+23].
PROMETHEE [KKTS22].
Promote [ALST20, NE21].
Promoting [AGN21]. Pronunciation [KI20].
Proof [AMEF21, BMB23c, GKG19, HM20, HDT22, SW21b, WLL20, XNC21, ZLLW18].
Proof-of-Concept [BMB23c, GKG19].
Proof-of-ENF [XNC21].
Proof-of-Probability [WLL20].
Proof-of-Stake [AMEF21].
Propaganda [RBSMRN21]. Propagation [ACD+22].
Proportion [MLBC22].
Proposal [CTM22b, ELCS20, EVCL21, FMMS21, MFO+20, NNR+21]. Proposed [KKEV17].
Prososocial [CGGK22].
Prospective [ST20]. Prospects [GTQ+22].
Prosusmerism [PE13]. Protecting [SZW+23].
Protection [AM23, AMZ+20, GL21, HXHP17, HCWH12, JT23, SSS21, TRC+21, VKKG22, WLL21, ZWWW17].
Protocol [AKJB20, CFPP21, DGF23, EABE19, GPPB+21, GMS+20, HLZ+18, HS18a, HF14, HJA18, KMS+12, KKEV17, KC19, MSK+18, OLCMdA20, POC20, RRP17, SCA+19, SS15, WCM19, YT19, YT15, YLYL22, YW16, YLH+17, ZLLW18, CISM22].
Protocols [AK18, AI 20, ACG22, AVA+22, BM14, CSL+20, Fra23, GKW+10, HNK+21, Jai19, KKP22b, KUTF19, MLK22, ORK+19, SBS18, TT22]. Prototype [AS15, LSM+12, Tri14, VKV+22, WBG12].
Provable [YJSL18]. Provide [ALST20].
Provided [LS15]. Provider [MP16].
Providing [CH16, RFS22]. Province [ZLW21]. Provisioning [BDCRM10, BOK+21, ELC+19, KOJP13, MG10, YC16].
Proximate [KKBD10]. Pseudolite [LLYL22]. Psychological [CFGD20, MPG20, NIK+21, VGS+19].
Psychometrics [WLH+17].
Publicly [GMB+21, SZW+23]. Publishing [ACAP20, Fra18, LCS12, PR11].
Push-Based [SM19]. Pyramid [YCHG18].
Q [CASN21, WWD21]. Q-Learning [CASN21]. QCA [ZY20a]. QGIS [SSR17].
QoE [EMHF19, HE20, AWSA23, BS17, DTTK19, EH21, LXG+23, LWLZ22, NNT22].
QoE-Aware [EH21]. QoE-Based [LXG+23].
QoS-Based [Sul22]. QoS-Satisfied [KCY22].
Qualitative [FGD22, FMMS21, NB12]. Qualities

SDL+19, USS19, VGK21, XGN19, YCHG18, ZL19b, ZZSX19, ZZZ+22, ZXMB22.

Recognition-Based [USS19].

Recommendation [AHD21, AYH+21, BdBCCG21, GAGB19, LPM10, ON23, RAK+20, SJ21, WYX18, XY18, XDS+19, ZSF20].

Recommendations [ITZ20, KBP23, KTK20, PEN23, TL17].

Recommender [BRM23, KDEA+23, SGMMRG21, SOB+19, SDM22, ZSRC23].

Reconfigurable [IBBA20, WYYQ19].

Reconfiguration [QLL+21, TXJ23].

Reconnaissance [BMB+23b].

Reconstruction [SSR+21, TDT+21].

Reconstructor [LH21a]. Record [CCCA22]. Records [GRG21, LTTS21, PTK+23, SYLL21].


Reducing [AAAT21, ELC+19, OT16, RSG21, SAF14].

Redundancy [Fiol10]. Redundant [CLTP22]. Reference [BML19, DHEK19, MEH+22, PPP21, RF23].

Referral [ZY15]. Refinement [HY22, ZZL23a]. Reflecting [SF22].


Registers [Gla11]. Regression [MBLC22, SQK+17, YYW+19].

Regressions [OMTFFL21]. Regular [KK23]. Regulation [BFFZ+12, LGMZ19, PKCF21].

Regulatory [LMF23]. Rehabilitation [COL21, GAA21, MMS+19, SCM12].

Reinforcement [DXL+22, FHXL19, GWF+23, GHGL22, GHL+23, KALY17, LZWW22, MSC+21, QWR18, SF22, TCH23, TFKY19, TKT+18, TCVZ22, VC23, WZLW19, YBO+23, ZY20b].

Related [AWBS23, Dua21, FZ15, FGBMG19, JSPH21, Min20, SLSK21, YMJ20, ZL14].

Relation [DGADE14, KA23]. Relational [KPCS13, LDZ+23, WX22]. Relations [KVL+22, PM17]. Relationship [CPI+18, HT14, Mar13, SRM20, WZL21].

Relationships [TL17]. Relay [CFP17, DYS15, JP20, SJG18, SHC22, SXXH19, SNH+19, THV+22].

Relay-Assisted [SHC22]. Relaying [KFP10, SJG18, SXXH19]. Released [OFV21]. Relevance [RCGSL19, XY18].


Rent [PW22]. Rent-Seeking [PW22].

Rented [FN23]. Reopening [CCD+21].

RepDroid [TPKA20]. Repetition [LMLW18]. Replacement [LNA17].

Replica [QLR+22]. Replicas [LZS18].

Report [MT17a]. Reported [SW21a]. Reporting [GK21, KAS+20, TZE+21].

Repositioning [CYC+21]. Repositories [GPRMGP21, SKM21, WKPC18].

Repository [KPCS13, PTM20].

Representation [LLJ16, PCROB21, SU17c, SCM12, SXX20, ZZZ+22].

Representational [DGADE14].

Representations [HL23]. Representative [CLTP22]. Representing [FM21].

Reproducing [Söd13]. Reproduction [CCCA22]. Repurposing [ZC21].

Reputation [CPI+18, CFGD20, DPBG18, DCPG21, KST19, KUB22, LGMZ19,
Reputation-Based [KST19]. Reputation-Based Request [JLGF19, LNA17].
Rescue [KVST19, SZC19]. Research [AP22, AYH23, CA12, CXG+22, CEZC19, DHG21, Del23, DCA23, GHZ+23, GPCP12, GW13, HPC12, ITZ20, JSPH21, KA23, LLL21, LTM+22, Ngu19, OC20, OP22, QLR+22, RF21, SG20, RGdSK22, RKM+22, SOSR+16, SWC+23, SN23b, SEB+19, TSZ+18, Tre22, WHB+21, WKF+21, WZL19, XGY+22, XCW+22, XSM22, Yan19, ZLL+21, ZZY19, vdSFRF23].
Resolution [LYD22, LL23b, dMLMS22, LHW18]. Resolving [YK21]. Resource [AJ18, BKL+22, BSEI20, BM18, ELCS20, EVCL21, GWF+23, HKZ+22, HWCL17, HZCZ22, ICF+11, JWRX17, KALY17, KCY22, KSSF19, KLZ16, LHSS12, MCR+23, NST23, SA21, SGLZ20, SJA10, SHN+19, UFK+10, WSM20, YPMMI2, ZLY+20].
Responses [CS11, HC19]. Responsible [AHP23]. Responsive [SWZ18, SWY+18].
[ARAAA19, And21, AD18, FML+22, IUK+23, KAL+19, LW19, LSZ21, MMA10, oRL19, SU17b, STCP21, SGLZ20, SIJA10, Sul22, SZFC18, TGS+19, WHXL18, XQLZ19, XNZ23a, YCS17]. Schema [DH22]. Scheme [AJ18, AOI+23, ADM19a, AALS21, AZ19, Alb21, ADS20, AASA12, ABS20, BL22, CGLR19, CCC19, HK18, IZK+23, JUH+23, LWW22, Li23, LCW+18, LH21c, LN19, MXT+16, Mah17, PZH+18, PYC21, QMN19, SJ12, SXXH19, SMK+22, TPKA20, WSM20, WC20, XSF21, XNZ23b, YH17, YPLLZ19, ZWZ17].


Screening [GVY+23]. SD [EH21, TRC+21]. SD-BROW [TRC+21]. SD-WAN [EH21].

SDMw [HVS17]. SDN [Pap20, AV23, AF21, AHM12, FMMS21, HK18, KSD+23, KAAA22, MWY19, PG19, SDM21, SHBS19, SZFC18, SP22, WKW18, YHWS19]. SDN-Based [AV23, AF21, KSD+23, MWY19, YHWS19].

SDN-Enabled [FMMS21]. SDN-NFV [SP22]. SDNs [YLK+19]. SDR [MM21].

SDR-Based [MM21]. Sea [WL1+22].

Seagull [AK22]. Search [AMR+21, CP10, CCKH21, FPT20, HWZP18, KVST19, KH10, MD21, SOR16, SZC19, VG20, XJ10, ZBN21, ZYLM17, ZVKK19, KH10].


Segmentation-Based [LSH21, ZHW23]. Seismic [MFO+20]. Select [COp14].

Selected [Bod22, NZI3]. Selection [BAR+21, CLC+22, CKZ+17, CPF17, CFX20, EMH19, FRK22, FZK22].

GD+23, GL10, JKM+23, MSAA22, MLL+22, PDTM15, SJG18, SQK+17, STK21, SXXH19, TYH23, XLM+23, ZWJP19].

Selective [Fio10]. Self [ASW+23, ADS22, CPO+20, CTM21, DYS15, DHG21, JSAO+23, KOJP13, KOJP21, LN19, MMA+10, PZH+18, PO20].
Self-Adapting [Sac19]. Self-Adaptive [Sug18, YW16].

Self-Admitted [PLO+23].

Self-Assessment [DHG21]. Self-Attention [LMPT19, YWS22]. Self-Determination [NE21].

Self-Evolving [LGY23].

Self-Healing [ADSAKAD22, JSAO].

Self-Improved [SGG+22]. Self-Media [WLL+19]. Self-Optimization [DYS15].

Self-Organize [SU17a]. Self-Organizing [ALLR16].

Self-Provisioning [KOJP].

Self-Reporting [SW21a]. Self-Sovereign [ASW+23]. Self-Supervised [WSD22].

Semantic [ZY19a].

Semantic-Driven [RDO+14].

Semantically [KMS+13, LG23]. Semantics [RRT19].

Semi [ABK22, GSO+10, KHP+12].

Semi-Automatic [GSO+10].

Semi-Autonomous [TTO+19].

Semi-Persistent [ABK22].

Semi-Supervised [KHP+22, KAAA22].

Semi-TCP [ZJX18]. Sending [HYL13].

Senior [ACK+16].

Sensitive [PCM22].

Sensor [AAAHA22, BZN+21, BAR+21].

Sensemaking [GCP12].

Sentiment [GCP12, VI6]. Sensing [BYG22].

Sensing [BYG22, EUDW13, UGA18].

Service-Oriented [LK19, MP16].

Services [AFS+22].

Sentiment [YWS22].

Sentence [BOB+20].

Sentence [AWBS23, CWJ+22, JLY19, KDE+23].

Sentiment-Aware [SH21].

Sentimental [LXSA]. Sentinels [GMLS22].

Sentinels [JAXA].

Separate [AGN21].

Separated [CPP+20]. Separation [SWGL19, SXX20].

Separation-of-Duty [SWGL19, SXX20].

Sentences [SWGL19, SXX20].

Sentiment [WSD22].

Sentiment [ASW19, SXX20].

Sentiment [ALR16].

Sentence [SUG18, YW16].

Sentence [Ne21].

Sentence [Sac19].

Sentence [Sac19].

Sentence [Sac19].

Sentence [Sac19].

Sentence [Sac19].

Sentence [Sac19].
RGdSK22. Serving [LG20]. Set 
[ACAP20, GM19, Mah17, ZHZ+19].
Set-Valued [ACAP20, GM19]. Sets
[HCXH16]. Settings
[AAR+19, BLW+17, BM18]. Setup
[KP15, SOR16]. Sextortion [PB23].
Shadow [ZMDCEM12]. Shadowing
[KP19]. Shallow [YZZ+20]. SHAP
[GDN+23, MPK+23]. Shape [SSR+21].
Shapelet [KVST19]. Shaping
[HGF21, Khr+20, KA21]. Shapley [GDN+23].
Shared [MAW+23, WC23, YJSL18]. Shares
[BLU+15]. Sharing
[AGC18, CCCA22, CGLR19, CDD+21, 
FM16, FMNS11, HWCL17, PYC21, ZAV14].
SHFL [AAJ+22]. Shift [ARAAB19]. Shifts
[FAK+23]. Ship [N2019, ZSSX19]. Ships
[CTP+22]. Shop [SU17b]. Shops [PBB20].
Short [BKL+22, FR15, Fra23, HSL+23, 
LGY23, PLA+21, WC23, ZXJ22].
Short-Term
[BKL+22, HSL+23, LGY23, PLA+21, ZXJ22].
Short-Text [WC23]. Shortest [TYH23].
Shot [HY22, LDZ+23]. Should
[MGFF14, PdRB19]. Show [SLP+22].
Siamese [ZJJS+23]. Side [DSMM21, 
LNT+23, PXC18, dSVJdALR21, YC22].
Side-Channel [DSMM21, LNT+23].
Sidecar [BCM+19b]. Sideline [BCM+19a].
SIEM [KPCS13]. Sign [JDH21, STV+22].
Signage [CTP+22, TOLG21]. Signal
[LW+17]. Signals
[DDAS+19, JPPC21, OAI+22]. Signature
[FR15, IKZ+23, JUH+23]. Signatures
[DMD+19]. Significance [AWSA23]. Signs
[You23]. Silence [ZSZ18]. Similarity
[DH18, OY19, YZ23]. Simple
[AK19, BdBC23, BR21, Gro17, JK20, 
KI+19, LBBPM21]. Simplifying [ER10].
Simulated [JHL+18]. Simulating
[AMA+22, BSE+20, BSE+21, GDLG18, 
SEB+19]. Simulation
[AVA+22, BdBCG21, BGMI21, GLH+22, 
KHRG19, LZC21, MDT20, VC23].
Simulation-Based [BMGI21, KHRG19].
Simulations [SUF+22]. Simulator
[BSE+21]. Simulators [ALDS19, ZDP+22].
Sina [AHD21]. Single [ARM20, BTTB22, 
DDZ18, DNZW22, HY22, TBT+23].
Single-Mode [DDZ18]. Single-Rate
[DNZW22]. Single-Shot [HY22]. Sink
[BZNB23, TAHO23]. SiO2 [ZB21]. Site
[AIPV21, VL20]. Sites [AP21, Sni13]. Situ
[GRSA17]. Situation [YBMK21].
Situational [LCV+17]. Situations
[LLR19, UANU20, ZLL+23]. Size
[EMHF19, KK21, LH12c]. Sized
[SR23, SDM22]. Skeleton [COL22].
Skeletal-Based [COL22]. Skills
[VBWW22]. Slice [MAW+23]. Slicing
[AMG22, DJC+22, HGL+23, LTW21].
Slotted [YLYL22]. Slotted-ALOHA
[YLYL22]. Slovak [MK+22]. Slum [PR11].
Slum-Upgrading [PR11]. Small
[GMRRQ+16, JHC+20]. Smaller-Scale
[GMRRQ+16]. Smart
[ABB22, AMA+21, AEM+23, ARC+19, 
AH21, AAJ+22, BMS20, BSM22, BZDP19, 
BFVM14, CVG+22, CBKL22, CC22a, 
DTR22, DAMAS+19, EHJ17, ENT21, FM16, 
FM20a, GAGB19, GLD+18, GHA+21, 
Giu18b, GBKN23, GSL20b, GNNZRCRG18, 
POM21, HXHP17, HGL+23, IMR+18, 
KZRH22, KSD+23, KAM+19, KPP+20b, 
KPP+20a, KCK+19, KK21, KAL+19, 
LNB12, LMSC19, Let16, LMY21, LG23, 
Mal20, MBB22, MAV+19, Mar17, MK+23, 
McK20, MLL+22, OGR+20, PPGC16, 
PCC+18, PSC19, PPN18, PPP+23, PTM20, 
Pir22, PLG23, RV17, BNN+23, SA21, 
SSO+19, SNKG20, Str22, SZC19, TLI19, 
VL20, VBWW22, WZL+20, WHW22, WS21, 
YBMK21, ZKVK+19, ZL22, ZLS19, ZTBD20].
Smart-City [KSD+23].
Smart-Home-Based [ABB22]. Smarter
[Mal20]. SmartLab [TPJ21]. Smartness
[MC20]. Smartphone [CW23, KKL+20, 
KTAH+23, SRM20, BRP+13, UDF+19].
[RZQS18]. Split [MHK13, MM21].
Spoofing [MMS22]. Sports [PRS22]. Spots
[ALST20, CDM23]. Spotting [BC23].
Spread [DGMP21, HGF21]. Spreading
[CLM+21, HD19, RFSoHMS21]. SQL
[AV23, GHL+23]. SRMCC [DNZ22].
SRUP [POC20]. SSI [CTM22b, PBK22].
SSQLI [GHL+23]. SSS [AMSM23]. Stack
[AFS+23, JLIH+13, dVBA23]. Stacked
[MA23, ZXM22]. Stacking
[ASCM22, WLL+19]. Stacking-Based
[WLL+19]. Stage [TBB+23]. Staging
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Unconstrained [RGM+21]. Underlay [GKS10, JWRX17, KTP17, Wan17].

Underlay-Based [GKS10]. Understand [MT20]. Understanding [CWC+22, FHS+10, LGFR20, SPSS17, SSS+19, SKM21, WKPC18, ZSS+22, Zha19].

Underwater [CMZ21]. Unet [DOB21].

Unified [Kra22, LBK22, SDS+22]. Uniform [VdHH+19]. Union [GPLK22]. Unit [EMHF19, SMVP21, SJ20]. Units [FCR23].
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Update [POC20]. Updated [CBM+20].

Upgradation [SMVP21]. Upgrading [PR11].

Uplink [ABK22, MEO18a, SHN+19, SXXW20, WYS17, Wan17]. Uploading [MOAI17]. upon [MDB22].

Upper
Urban \cite{AK18, ADAB21, CMK16, CC22a, DGADE14, DIE12, GM16, HD19, HDK12, HS20, IU1L23, PPDC22, RLB12, XGY12, ZN22, ZYLM17, ZLL12}. Upward \cite{WCM19}.

Users \cite{CLM11, RYY10}. User-Centric \cite{GRG21, HKZ19, LI19, ZWWW17, ZL22, ZXMB22, ZHZ19, ZWWW17, ZL22, ZXMB22}. User-Centered \cite{VCGOMC21, VCFV23, SIZD12, SOR16, MGBG21, Oie12, PNMK22, PRDK22, PKV12, RYY10, oRL19, RYAA22, SSF18, SZL21, SXXW20, SVFV23, SIZD12, SOR16, VGGK22, VFHFH19, WY18, ZCZ17, ZZW19, ZY20a}. User-Centered \cite{GRG21, SIZD12}. User-Centric \cite{RYY10}.
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[NZZ13, NZ14]. Vote [CKFH22, TMP22]. Vote-Based [TMP22]. VPN [GMD+22].


Weak [HP21]. Weakly [GDD23]. Wearable [Adi23, KKL+20, SOA+20]. Wearables [BS17]. Weather [CHH+16]. Web [AN22, AV23, AAD+12, AFS+23, BFFZ+12, CP10, CB16, CHI+16, DBD+14, DCHM16, DV23, ERBL12, FAS+23, Fer12, FAB+12, Fra18, FHS+10, Goc12, GNK+10, GNZRCRG18, HSC19, HL23, HDL+14, HG12, IFF21, JDH21, Jur12, KMS+12, KSO19, LPPG22, LSM+12, MMD22, MG12, MGBG21, MDM21, MGLBMMSC20, MUS11, NPB12, NIK+21, NB12, PDTM15, PV20, PFLT12, PR12, RRMJ22, RKM+22, RDD+14, RMB+12, RGC21, SS17, SW20, SLY+12, TL19, VL18a, VVK+21, VKV+22, Whe09, XJ10, YB22, YMJ20].


Weight [KC19, ZXXB22]. Weighted [SJA10, SDL+19, XY21]. Well [DIG20, HCC20, LL20b, PPDC22].


Wildfire [BCM+23]. Wildlife [OAG21]. Will [LQFI17, PlI18, RBVV22]. WiMAX [CLZL18, HY13, SJA10].
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